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Press Release 
3rd ANNUAL CULTURAL COLLABORATIVE FOR DC ENSEMBLE 
‘UTSAV: CELEBRATING INNOVATION’, BINDS MELODY, RHYTHM, DANCE, and STORYTELLING. 

(Washington, DC) NOOTANA, D.C.’s premier live Indian classical music and dance ensemble is proud to 

announce their 3rd annual “UTSAV: CELEBRATING INNOVATION.” Slated to be one of the most diverse, 

unique, and intriguing showcases of the season, UTSAV is a must-see for lovers of live music and dance.  

This year’s must-see showcase will feature an originally arranged dance drama exploring the emotions of 

love through melody, rhythm, and storytelling. “With such a diverse ensemble of musicians and dancers, 

Nootana is able to explore traditional pieces, compose original sounds and infuse innovative movement 

that showcase the talents of every member,” said Rishi Das, founder and director of Nootana.   

Brooke Kidd, a celebrated arts leader, dancer, and artist in the community, will also be performing at the 

upcoming showcase in a collaborative piece with Nootana artists. As the owner and founder of Joe’s 

Movement Emporium in Mt Rainier, Md., Brooke continues to support the growing arts community of the 

area through her passion, commitment, and dedication. Joe’s Movement Emporium is celebrating its 20th 

anniversary this year.  

The 3rd annual UTSAV showcase is Saturday, May 2nd, 2015 at 8pm at the Joy of Motion’s Jack Guidone 

Theater (5207 Wisconsin Ave NW, Washington, DC). Tickets for the performance are available at 

www.nootana.org/tickets. Tickets bought in advance are $20, and $25 at the door.  

NOOTANA, meaning innovation in Sanskrit, is a 100 percent volunteer-driven performing arts ensemble 

performing live Indian classical music and dance without the aid of prerecorded tracks. Nootana strives to 

preserve the historic traditions of these art forms while fostering innovative stories, relationships, and 

expressions. For more information on the organization and its mission, visit www.nootana.org. To get 

involved as an artist, volunteer, or collaborator, please email info@nootana.org. 

JOIN THE CONVERSATION 
Youtube.com/nootanadc 
Facebook.com/nootanadc 
Twitter.com/nootanadc 
Instagram.com/nootanadc  
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